
Appreciate those that pay the bills….your Tenants!

As a Manager, it is important that you foster the Landlord/Tenant relationship by
maintaining responsive and productive communication with your tenants. You’ll
only keep them as tenants, you’ll also obtain a good reputation as a Manager. And
your client, the Landlord, will maintain a full building! One way that you can
accomplish this is by taking little opportunities to thank your immediate clients the
tenants. Taking the time to appreciate them with a “thank you” can leave a greater
impact on your tenants than you may realize; it’s a simple courtesy that is
sometimes overlooked in the commercial world.

Appreciate them when they refer new potential tenants – if your tenant
recommends someone to lease from you and a deal is concluded, thank them for
it! Maybe one month of free rent? Lunch for the office? By spreading the word
about your properties, your tenants are marketing for you and are essentially
helping to increase your business.

Appreciate them when they make suggestions – because your tenants are the ones
experiencing your services, they may have suggestions. If they do, it is good to listen
and take notes of their suggestions; if the suggestion results in a benefit for the
property, it could potentially help you grow as a Manager and create a better
experience for both current and future tenants.

Appreciate them by having Tenant Appreciation Events—by providing social
appreciation of your tenants, you can help them to get to know their “neighbors” ---
who knows what kind of business relationships might blossom! Some “social”
ideas:

• 15 minute massages – check with your local therapy or wellness centers

• Hire Gourmet Food trucks – have tables and chairs

• “Temporary Tattoo” event – try this for Valentines Day!

• Deliver baskets of tasty treats at Halloween and the Holidays

• Have Easter egg contests (have each tenant provide one guess for the office on the
number of chocolate eggs in a sealed jar – the winner gets the jar and lunch for
the office)

• Summer Barbecues

• Volunteer and have your tenants join you for local charity races or events

• Friday evening cocktail parties

A good property management firm oversees and manages the critical tasks of rental
properties such as finding tenants, taking and managing security deposits, making
sure rent payments are made on time, keeping the property in top notch shape, and
managing communication and relationships between landlords and tenants. If you
are looking for one, check us out---we “appreciate” YOU as a reader and potential
client!
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“Quality in a product or service is not what the supplier puts in. It is what the customer 
gets out and is willing to pay for.”  - Peter F. Drucker


